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Learn Ionic 2: Develop Multi-platform Mobile AppsApress, 2017

	
		Explore key scenarios required for building quality Ionic apps quickly and easily and bring them to the iOS and Android mobile ecosystem.

	
		
			Learn Ionic 2 explains various techniques to quickly integrate third-party back end systems. With this short guide, you'll benefit from practical examples of...
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Reactive Programming with Angular and ngrx: Learn to Harness the Power of Reactive Programming with RxJS and ngrx ExtensionsApress, 2017

	
		Manage your Angular development using Reactive programming. Growing in popularity and now an essential part of any professional web developer's toolkit, Reactive programming can enrich your development and make your code more efficient.

	
		Featuring a core application to explore and build yourself, this book shows you...
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The Complete Make-Ahead Cookbook: From Appetizers to Desserts 500 Recipes You Can Make in AdvanceAmerican University, 2017

	An impressive collection of 500 recipes at your fingertips!  Make the recipe all at once, if you have time; or, use the accompanying suggestions on what parts are best to make ahead separately if you’re short on time that day. Every recipe has been tested thoroughly on what’s best to make when, and how to store it, to give...
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Build Better Chatbots: A Complete Guide to Getting Started with ChatbotsApress, 2017

	
		Learn best practices for building bots by focusing on the technological implementation and UX in this practical book. You will cover key topics such as setting up a development environment for creating chatbots for multiple channels (Facebook Messenger, Skype, and KiK); building a chatbot (design to implementation); integrating to...
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Low-Level Programming: C, Assembly, and Program Execution on Intel® 64 ArchitectureApress, 2017

	
		Learn Intel 64 assembly language and architecture, become proficient in C, and understand how the programs are compiled and executed down to machine instructions, enabling you to write robust, high-performance code.

	
		Low-Level Programming explains Intel 64 architecture as the result of von Neumann architecture...
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Social Media Analytics Strategy: Using Data to Optimize Business PerformanceApress, 2017

	This book shows you how to use social media analytics to optimize your business performance. The tools discussed will prepare you to create and implement an effective digital marketing strategy. From understanding the data and its sources to detailed metrics, dashboards, and reports, this book is a robust tool for anyone seeking a tangible...
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Exploring Swift Playgrounds: The Fastest and Most Effective Way to Learn to Code and to Teach Others to Use Your CodeApress, 2017

	Learn how to build playgrounds so you can test your code, syntax, and ideas quickly. You can even learn from playgrounds built by others or build playgrounds to teach. And the playgrounds you build and use on your Mac and on your iPad are automatically shared using your Apple ID.  


	


	
		Exploring...
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Black & Decker The Book of Home Improvement: The Most Popular Remodeling Projects Shown in Full DetailCool Springs Press, 2017

	This comprehensive guide to home improvement includes the top 100 home improvement projects, all in full, step-by-step instruction, and all from the trusted experts at BLACK+DECKER.

	

	Boasting 560 pages of hardworking, how-to instructions and photos, this is quite possibly the only home remodeling you, or any...
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Internet Psychology (The Basics)Routledge, 2017

	We can't imagine our lives without the Internet. It is the tool of our existence; without it we couldn't work, plan our social and leisure activities, and interact with friends. The Internet’s influence on contemporary society extends across every aspect of our personal and professional lives, but how has this altered us in...
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Exploring Java 9: Build Modularized Applications in JavaApress, 2017

	Discover all the new features and changes in Java 9, including module systems?JPMS or Project Jigsaw. This book covers the whole Java application development life cycle. You'll review all the important concepts, including module descriptor, unnamed module, automatic module, and command line tools. 


	Exploring Java...
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Smart Electricity Distribution NetworksCRC Press, 2017

	Smart distribution networks are one of the key research topics of countries looking to modernise electric power networks. Smart Electricity Distributions Networks aims to provide a basic discussion of the smart distribution concept and new technologies related to it, including distributed energy resources (DERs), demand side...
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CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS 210-255 Official Cert Guide (Certification Guide)Cisco Press, 2017

	Learn, prepare, and practice for CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam success with this Official Cert Guide from Pearson IT Certification, a leader in IT Certification learning.

	
		
			Master CCNA Cyber Ops SECOPS #210-255 exam topics

	
	
		...
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